
meetings—both open (unrestricted) and 
closed (for U.S. residents only)—on sen
sitive subjects. 

Under U.S. federal export laws, it is the 
responsibility of an exporter to determine 
whether he/she needs to obtain a license. 
Explains one Defense Department official, 
"The State Department has no technical 
review capability, so it forwards papers [it 
receives] to DOD for advice. And they [the 
State Department] typically act on DOD's 
recommendation." A new provision in the 
directive would shorten the review cycle by 
allowing authors to submit their papers 
directly to DOD, instead of the State De
partment, for review. It reflects a deal 
whereby the State Department has agreed 
not to prosecute for export-control publica
tion violations anyone whose work has 
received previous DOD clearance for public 
dissemination. More controversial is a pro
vision the agency was in the process of 
adding this summer. It would formalize 
DOD's policy of encouraging scientific 
societies to hold restricted sessions (at-
tendancegenerally limited to U.S. residents 
only) at their technical meetings for topics 
that might be straying into areas covered 

by export controls. 

Actions Meet with Mixed Reviews 
While, taken as a whole, these govern

ment measures do much to resolve con
fusion that has hovered over the scientific 
community since 1980 regarding what may 
be controlled, some confusion yet remains. 
And several recently articulated policies 
have created new concerns among scien
tists and research societies. For example, 
Robert Park believes that the growing 
tendency to make controls on the dissemi
nation of research findings a contractually 
agreed-upon provision "should eliminate 
the insidious uncertainties that have been 
responsible for the 'chilling effect,' that 
leads to self-censorship." However, he 
adds, "Restrictions written into a contract 
are still restrictions and have the potential 
to retard our progress." 

In an article on controlling access to 
unclassified research (to be published in the 
summer 1986 issue of Library Trends) Stephen 
Gould of AAAS notes that the Interna
tional Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), 
administered by the State Department, is 
now among the few national security 

regulations which do not explicitly exempt 
fundamental research from export controls. 
Since ITAR implements provisions in the 
Arms Export Control Act, Gould says this 
Act "could be considered one of the 'ap
plicable U.S. statutes' available |by which 
the government might] restrict unclassified 
technical data arising from such research." 

And while William Carey of the AAAS 
applauds the qualified exemption for funda
mental research from tight export controls, 
he — as have the heads of many other 
research societies—castigates the attempt 
by DOD to begin excluding access to some 
unclassified fundamental research based 
on nationality. Technical societies may be 
increasingly pressured by the U.S. govern
ment to prevent their foreign members 
from attending sessions on applied re
search. The effect, Carey says, "is to make 
it difficult for the scientific societies to 
schedule presentations representing leading-
edge but unclassified work in applied and 
exploratory fields. And I cannot think of a 
faster route to mediocrity for American 
science and technology." 

JANETRALOFF 
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